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Cell line development represents a pivotal moment
in a biologic’s broader developmental life cycle. Optimal cell line development is crucial for successfully
navigating clinical trials and diverse, challenging
regulatory approval processes. To reduce time
to market and keep costs low, many developers
prioritize speed over strategy, risking expensive and
disruptive redevelopment mandates.
To mitigate risk and deliver superior product quality,
cell line developers should possess the deep technical expertise, sufficient resources, and long-term
business strategy required to achieve value instead
of bottlenecks. To realize this value, you should:
• Develop a top-quality cell line
• Align early development efforts to key IND and
BLA parameters
• Stay flexible to control your time and costs
• Emphasize collaboration with specialist partners

DEVELOP A
TOP-QUALITY CELL LINE
Cell lines determine the quality of both bioprocess performances and subsequent biologic drug
substances. Superior master cell banks help drive
successful and cost-effective biologic campaigns and
regulatory filings, including INDs and BLAs; however,
increasingly complex molecules, materials, processes, and regulatory requirements make cell line
optimization difficult. Tasks such as cell line characterization, cell banking, and culture optimization
(including media and other operational parameters)
are heavily involved and, at times, essential.
A robust cell line characterization study – analyzing key characteristics, such as identity, genetic
stability, productivity, critical quality attributes,
and reproducibility – is crucial. Understanding
and planning around these attributes in advance
of cell line development helps you approach regulatory submission with confidence. An effective
characterization study will reveal essential data
of interest to regulators, such as your product’s
mechanism of action, genetic stability, and consistency across culture cloning and passage.
It is just as important to select ideal media for your
cell line development. It is often not advisable to
select your cell line simply because it is widely used
in the industry. Many developers choose cell lines
because they are familiar or frequently used, only
to discover they are not the best fit for their product. Always validate your cell line’s product-specific
identity, genetic stability, productivity, critical
quality attributes, and reproducibility.
Additionally, the use of commercially available
media is highly recommended when creating your
cell lines. The use of non-commercially available
media presents a large logistical burden on future
commercialization efforts. Using commercially

available media makes product modification, scaleup, or outsourcing far more cost and time effective.
It also helps you avoid paying unnecessary royalties
during procurement processes.

DO IT RIGHT THE FIRST TIME:
ALIGN DEVELOPMENT
AROUND BOTH IND AND
BLA EXPECTATIONS
Thinking ahead during cell line development will
help you reach regulatory milestones with less
friction. Many early stage developers align their
efforts around securing IND approval. Thinking
ahead to Phase 3 and BLA approval, however, is
critical to ensuring success.
Plan for and execute tests that produce quality
data in a regulator’s preferred format, evaluating
viral safety, protein aggregation, post-translational
modifications, and protein stability. Talk to your
regulatory experts frequently to design milestone
projects tailored specifically to your cell line and
product, as practically all cells are different and require different test designs. Ultimately, your goal
should be to develop a “master plan” that lays
out all relevant and variable product and process
parameters from start to finish.
Importantly, having a “master plan” allows you to
pivot with confidence if low yield or titer presents
a bottleneck during later clinical phase and early
commercial production. When aggressively timed
development projects encounter this issue, they
frequently require resubmission of supplemental
or even entirely new dossiers to regulators, requiring secondary safety, stability, and characterization
studies. These bottlenecks, while common, are
avoidable with proper planning.

STAY FLEXIBLE TO CONTROL
YOUR TIME AND COSTS
Before you kick off your project, consider if you will
bring in an externally developed cell line or develop
your own. In either case, a methodical approach is
critical, as using a non-bespoke, common-grade cell
line increases your risk of the previously mentioned
regulatory bottlenecks.
In-house development provides you more control
over your cell line, but at steep resource, expertise,
and time costs. Outsourcing your cell line development to a third party offers peace of mind, but you
may have to pay milestone fees or binding royalties
depending on your chosen partner’s policy.
While selecting between your options, it is important to have a calculated approach with flexibility in
mind. Depending on your specific project, target
product profile, associated costs, or even market
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dynamics, such strategic approach should be considered carefully.
One way to ensure your strategy is comprehensive
is to work with a manufacturing partner that offers
wide-ranging, integrated development and manufacturing services. Fully integrated organizations
are better equipped to consider how development
work in the present will affect outcomes later in the
product’s life cycle, from manufacturing to regulatory approval (and beyond).
Working with a CDMO that is versatile and experienced is also an excellent way to achieve high-quality cell line development with considerably less
uncertainty. Choosing to outsource cell line
development offers you both technical expertise
and facilities dedicated to the generation of stable
cell lines, and leveraging a CDMO’s knowledge of
resource management and risk mitigation planning
helps you visualize your goal state prior to executing development, helping you stay on course during
moments of turbulence.
Today, the COVID-19 pandemic has provided a
significant example of the importance of operational flexibility. Partnering with an organization
that is robustly dedicated to manufacturing and
well-versed in cell line development helps you
avoid serious project delays and budgetary pitfalls.
Having said that, it is important to ensure that your
chosen partner brings not only technical expertise,
but a curious and collaborative spirit.

EMPHASIZE COLLABORATION
TO IMPROVE RESULTS
If your chosen manufacturing partner embraces a value-oriented philosophy, emphasizes
strategic development, and takes a scientific
approach to project work, that partner is likely to
make true collaboration central to your working
partnership. When dealing with uncertainty,
collaboration inspires confidence – and collaborative teams excel at overcoming challenges.
Finding a partner that is both knowledgeable and
versatile is a key step in fostering the innovation
required to exceed expectations in a complex,
highly dynamic environment. An expert contract
manufacturer will recognize the importance of
foundational excellence and long-term thinking,
understanding that a highly productive and validated cell line can significantly benefit cost-ofgoods ratios over a product’s life cycle.
To find an ideal partner, ensure you take a
balanced approach to outsourcing discussions,
striving to establish a fair and balanced viewpoint
on risk and benefit sharing. This will help you turn
an otherwise routine outsourcing relationship
into a true, productive collaboration that provides
outstanding value for both parties.

THE EXPERTS IN CELL LINE DEVELOPMENT

At Samsung Biologics, we believe and invest in the
innovation and collaboration needed to achieve
outstanding results. Our new S-CHOice™ Cell Line
Development service offers customers a cell line
process that combines world-class technology,
a strategic mindset, and a collaborative spirit to
deliver customers high cell viability for complex
molecules with titers over 5.0g/liter from stable

Our state-of-the-art facilities in Incheon,
South Korea offer our life science partners:

Cost Competitiveness
We provide clinical and commercial
supply of biologics at globally
competitive rates.
Regulatory Compliance
We are routinely inspected and
compliant with the FDA, EMA, PDMA,
and MFDS.
Segregated Inoculation Suites
We reduce risk of cross contamination
and ensure minimal changeover time.
Cutting-Edge Equipment
Our bioreactors and chromatography
skids utilize the latest technologies
and automation, and our analytical
capabilities for both in-process
monitoring and product release are
among the most sophisticated in
the world.

pools and final clones ranging from 3.5-7.6g/L. After initial screening in upstream process development, S-CHOice clones have reached greater than
11.0g/L in a 21-day fed batch.
From transfection and plating to procurement
of 14-day fed batches, we use state-of-the-art
technology – such as the Berkeley Light’s Beacon®

and advanced cell media – to achieve both high
titer and unmistakable quality. As your cell line
development partner, we find the best commercial media for your product and leverage it to help
guarantee outstanding results.
Find out how Samsung Biologics is transforming
cell line development for clients worldwide.

ABOUT SAMSUNG BIOLOGICS
Samsung Biologics (KRX: 207940.KS) is a fully integrated contract service provider offering
development, manufacturing, and testing services, all from a single location. We provide highly
tailored solutions to clients, while meeting the evolving needs of the global healthcare industry.
With proven regulatory approvals Samsung Biologics is a trusted CDMO partner of choice, and
is uniquely able to provide seamless offerings from cell line development to final fill/finish as
well as laboratory testing services at every stage for biopharmaceutical products.
To maximize our operational efficiency, and expand capabilities in response to growing biomanufacturing demands, Samsung Biologics is constructing a fourth plant, which will further
advance the company’s standing as the world’s largest manufacturing facility at a single site—
holding a 620KL total capacity upon completion. Our facilities are all cGMP compliant with bioreactors ranging from small to large scales. We continue to upgrade our capabilities to accommodate our clients by investing in single-use technology and additional aseptic filling capacity.
To further expand our global presence, Samsung Biologics will also open a new R&D Center in
South San Francisco, which will be operational starting in October 2020. We are committed to
an on-time, in-full delivery of the products we manufacture with our flexible manufacturing
solutions, operational excellence, and proven expertise.

Product Safety & Robust Supply
We have extensive experience
undertaking critical process steps
at large scale associated with viral
reduction, inactivation, and filtration,
delivering peace of mind.
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